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Starting point the Research 
question….Choices? 
• Classic GT began in the 1960’s with Glaser and 

Strauss (1967) 
Glaser (1978) further developed GT 
Strauss (1987), Strauss and Corbin in the 1990’s 
Charmaz and Clarke from 2000

All developed the methodology in differing directions 
dependent on their differing epistemological 
viewpoints (Hutchinson et al 2010)
These varied iterations of grounded theory can lead 
to misunderstandings regarding its utilization and 
critical challenges in its application. 
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My choice and Why?
Social constructionist grounded theory 
consistent with Charmaz (2014)
• Suitable to explore social meanings and 

understanding - Nurses don’t work in isolation 
but in a socially constructed culture

• Ideal where little is known about something
• Offers a way to come to terms with the nature of 

reality (Andrews 2012)
• Structured but flexible 



The challenges………
• Time
• Simultaneous data collection and 

analysis
• Memo’s
• Complexity – it was messy!
• Writing everything down
• How to use Nvivo
• Purity of GT
• Is saturation or a theory 

essential?
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The joys…..
Seeing the date unfold
Witnessing it evolving
Feeling I reached “true 
understanding”
Reading this paper (“I was haunted 
by a futile wish to “go back and do it 
all over again……….” Fendt.J and 
Sachs. W. (2008)
Growing as a researcher
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Quotes to illustrate
The challenges
P1: “err, because I keep thinking of that lion 
[laughs] 
I: What in the wizard of Oz [laughs]
P: Yes [ laughs]  

P10: “Well I don't know because I just keep seeing a 
lion…….”
“I: You’re not the first person to mention a lion 
quite interestingly.” P10: “Well it does, it makes 
you think of, erm, you know, er, the wizard of oz”      
P10: “oh no I think of a lion, I don't think of the lion 
thing in a cowardly sense at all” Fiona Barchard RCN conference 2017



The Joys

P13: “I think I’d probably be a lion, because I think 
that, I’m quite fierce and protective over what, you 
know, over my career and doing the right thing, so 
I think that probably then quite fierce, protective 
erm, you know, work well in a team or in a pack 
together you know, yeah”

P14: “Probably a cat, a nice little pussy cat…..I don’t 
know, they’re nice and I hope I’m nice to my 
patients, it is a random question isn’t it, I don’t 
know, I could, I could be fierce if I’m needed to be 
for my patients………”
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Beginnings of a 
theory:

What does courage mean? 
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The lion – being protective, fierce, working in a pack
Taking risks: (challenging self) 

Finding and using your voice
Doing the right thing 

Advocacy 
Instigating change and seeing it through
Challenging the norm / against the grain



Conclusions 
• The journey hasn't been straightforward
• I found grasping GT difficult and confusing with 

the several different iterations but 
persevere……..enlightenment comes!

• Simultaneous data collection and analysis was 
challenging

• It is a flexible model but how flexible………?
• Don’t be constrained by whichever 

model……many of the  authors at one time or 
another have suggested it can be adapted

• Theoretical sampling enables testing out of ideas 
along the way

• Be free – let the data speak for itself and don’t 
b  b  f i
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Where next…….would I do it 
again? Knowing what I know 
now I almost wish I could.......

Interested to read more?
Barchard. F. Sixsmith.J. Neill. S. Meurier. C. 
(2017) 6C’s and ten commitments: nurses’ 
understanding and use of courage. Nursing 
Management. 23,10, 26-32. 



Thanks for 
listening

Any Questions

Fiona.barchard@northampton
.ac.uk Fiona Barchard RCN Conference 2017
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